Low dose radiation-induced adaptive survival response in mouse spleen T-lymphocytes in vivo.
Induction of an adaptive survival response in B6C3F1 mice exposed to whole-body irradiation by low doses of X-rays (priming exposure) then to high doses of X-rays (challenge exposure) was examined. The adaptive survival response was determined by comparing the cloning efficiency of low dose-irradiated spleen T-lymphocytes to that of unprimed controls. Maximal expression of the adaptive survival response induced by exposure to low doses of X-rays occurred 7 hours after the priming exposure. The optimal low dose range for the induction of the adaptive survival response was 0.05-0.1 Gy. Thus, low dose X-irradiation induces the adaptive response in spleen T-lymphocytes of B6C3F1 mice as assessed by survival. The duration of this response is short, and there is an optimal low dose range. The Dq value for the primed cells was somewhat larger than that for the unprimed ones. Low dose exposure may enhance the capacity of spleen cells for repair during priming.